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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to provide a content analysis and comparison between
the selected theory methods by North American and Malaysian authors for young
beginning pianists (age 4 – 6). The selected North American theory methods are Prep
Course for the Young Beginner and My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner
while the Malaysian theory methods are Music Theory Made Easy for Kids and Music
Theory for Young Children.
This study is comprised of four chapters, a bibliography, and an appendix.
Chapter one provides a brief overview of the study, which consists of an introduction to
the topic, need and purpose for the study, limitations, related literature, and methodology.
Chapter two presents the content analysis. Each theory method is reviewed and analyzed
based on its scope and design, content progression, and activity structure. Chapter three
includes a discussion and comparison of the content analysis between the theory
methods. Chapter four concludes the study with a summary and recommendations for
further study. The summary of this study identifies the strengths and weaknesses of each
theory method. A suggested curricular outline with minimum scope is presented for
future theory method publication for young pianists.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Comprehensive music education in the preschool years is an influencing factor in
the growth and development of young children. The Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget,
identified ages four to seven as the “intuitive thought substage” in child development,
where children begin to have an intense desire to learn and the ability to perform
fundamental reasoning processes. In his article, The Musical Brain, music psychologist
Donald A. Hodges mentioned that children who begin formal music instruction before
the age of seven develop different brains from those who do not receive such training.1
Young children who begin musical training through piano study demonstrate increased
motor activation in their brain development, which greatly enhances their learning
efficiency.2 Early childhood expert Edwin M. Gordon specified that the variety of
musical experiences of children from birth to age five have a great impact on their
capability to understand, appreciate, and achieve in music later in life.3
To provide an extensive and comprehensive piano learning experience, piano
teachers often adopt a sequence of materials that has been specifically designed for

Donald A. Hodges, “The Musical Brain,” in A Child as Musician: A Handbook
of Musical Development, ed. Gary McPherson (Oxford, NY: Oxford University Press,
2006), 52.
2
Ibid, 62.
3
“Early Childhood,” Music Learning Theory, The Gordon Institute for Music
Learning, last modified 2019, https://giml.org/mlt/earlychildhood/.
1

1

beginning piano instruction, which is commonly known as a method. According to the
Gordon Institute of Music Learning, a reliable method provides clear instruction of “what
to teach, when to teach it . . . and why to teach it.”4 Jeanine M. Jacobson, piano
pedagogue and author of Professional Piano Teaching, stated that “the function of a
piano method is to provide a logical progression for learning concepts and skills.”5 When
reviewing a method, Jacobson considers the systematic presentation of concepts and
skills, ample reinforcement, and a comprehensive introduction to music through piano
study, which includes reading, rhythm, technique, ensemble, ear development,
transposition, creativity, theory, and musical performance.6 As a result, method books are
often published in sets and series which contain materials such as a lesson book,
technique book, performance book, ensemble book, and theory book.
Apart from learning to read and play music on the keyboard, music theory plays
an important role in a comprehensive piano learning curriculum. James W. Bastien,
widely published piano pedagogue and author of How to Teach Piano Successfully and
the Bastien Piano Basics Library, acknowledged that one of the criteria of a successful
beginning music education is having music theory as a regular part of basic instruction.7
In his essay “Illegitimate Theory vs. Legitimate Theory for the Beginner,” piano
pedagogue Richard Chronister defined the study of music theory as the study of “how

“Methodology,” Music Learning Theory, The Gordon Institute for Music
Learning, last modified 2019, https://giml.org/mlt/methodology/.
5
Jeanine M. Jacobson, Professional Piano Teaching: A Comprehensive Piano
Pedagogy Textbook for Teaching Elementary-Level Students, ed. E. L. Lancaster (Los
Angeles: Alfred Publishing, 2006), 41.
6
Ibid, 49.
7
James W. Bastien, How To Teach Piano Successfully, 3rd ed. (San Diego: Neil
A.Kjos, 1988), 4.
4
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music is made and how sounds are put together to make music.”8 Teaching music theory
in beginning piano lessons cultivates an interest in sound, and the ability to recognize and
analyze musical elements.9 Thus, it is essential that piano teachers recognize the
importance of relating keyboard theory learning to the piano lesson itself in the early
stages of instruction and understand the benefit of reinforcement in music learning by
utilizing suitable theory methods in their teaching.10
Cross-cultural investigation of piano methods in the field of piano pedagogy is
sparse. Researcher and piano pedagogue Diana T. Dumlavwalla articulated that not many
studies provide a comparison of the practice of piano instruction in Asian and North
American countries. However, there are research studies that focus on issues surrounding
piano instruction in other Asian countries.11 In pursuance of cross-cultural comparison
and review, this study focuses on the following theory method series designed for
beginning young pianists by North American and Malaysian authors: Prep Course for the
Young Beginner (North America), My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner
(North America), Music Theory Made Easy for Kids (Malaysia), and Music Theory for
Young Children (Malaysia). In addition to presenting a pedagogical survey on theory

Richard Chronister, “Illegitimate Theory vs. Legitimate Theory for the
Beginner,” in A Piano Teacher’s Legacy: Selected Writings by Richard Chronister, ed.
Edward Darling (Kingston: Frances Clark Center for Keyboard Pedagogy, 2005), 217218.
9
Ibid, 221.
10
James Lyke, “Keyboard Theory for the Elementary Student,” in Creative Piano
Teaching, ed. James Lyke, Yvonne Enoch and Geoffrey Haydon (Champaign: Stipes
Publishing, 1996), 69.
11
Diana T. Dumlavwalla, “The Piano Pedagogy Scenes in India and the
Philippines: An Introductory Cross-Cultural Comparison,” International Journal of Music
Education 37, no. 3 (April 2019): 390-406, https://doi.org/10.1177/0255761419839169.
8
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methods for young pianists, the music theory teaching perspectives between North
American and Malaysian authors will also be examined through this study.
NEED FOR STUDY
There is a pressing need for research study focusing on theory methods for young
beginners, as the existing materials are limited and obsolete. As articulated by Donna R.
Hood in her dissertation “The Teaching of Music Theory in the Piano Lesson: A Survey
of Methods,” the teaching of music theory in method books is of the utmost necessity,
especially in a child’s early musical training, to provide a firm musical foundation.12
This study aims to fill in the gap of cross-cultural study on method books in the
field of piano pedagogy. A comparative content analysis between the theory methods of
North America and Malaysia is needed to codify existing teaching practice in both
countries. Furthermore, there are no existing studies on method books by Malaysian
authors despite their wide circulation outside of Malaysia. It is noteworthy that unlike the
practice of most foreign countries, method books by Malaysian authors are mostly
published in the English language. Despite being a multi-cultural and multi-ethnic
country, western music education is widely adopted in Malaysia and private music
instruction is often conducted in the English language due to the strong influence of the
colonial legacy of the British. Piano students are often enrolled in external public music
examinations conducted by the British examination boards such as the Associated Board
of the Royal Schools of Music (ABRSM), Trinity College London (TCL), and London
College of Music (LCM).

Donna R. Hood, “The Teaching of Music Theory in the Piano Lesson: A
Survey of Methods” (Master's Thesis, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, 1982),
108, ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global.
12
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The field of music education is constantly evolving, and as Bastien articulates,
“times change, pupils’ needs change, and basic goals need periodic reevaluation.”13 An
historical look at these theory methods published within the last 26 years is mandatory for
a better understanding of past and present practice in teaching theory to young beginners.
As Marienne Uszler, acclaimed author and piano pedagogue, explained in her article “A
New Look at the Current Methods,” an extended perspective including the historical
context allows piano teachers to reflect on what has happened in that time period.14 The
results will be a valuable source and reference for educators, authors, and researchers in
the field.
LIMITATIONS OF STUDY
This study focuses on four theory methods for young beginning piano students.
Each of these theory methods consists of two to six progressive levels. Some of these
methods include additional materials, such as a lesson book, performance book, and
ensemble book, which are indirectly associated with the series. However, the scope of
this study is limited to the theory/writing book of the method series.
Two of the theory methods were written by Malaysian authors and published
between the years 1995 and 2014. Music Theory Made Easy for Kids (1995) by Lina Ng
consists of Level 1 and 2 while Music Theory for Young Children (2014) by Ying Ying
Ng consists of Books 1 to 4. Another two of the theory methods were written by North
American authors and published between the years 1988 and 2006. They are Prep Course
for the Young Beginner (1988,1990 – 1992) by Willard Palmer, Morton Manus, and

13

Bastien, 104.
Marienne Uszler, “A New Look at Current Methods,” Clavier Companion,
(September/October 2009): 5.
14
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Amanda Lethco, which consist of Levels A to F, and My First Piano Adventure for the
Young Beginner (2006) by Nancy and Randall Faber, consisting Books A to C.
The selection of these four theory methods was based on several considerations.
First, these theory methods were specifically designed for young beginning piano
students ranging from age 4 – 6. They are currently in print and available on the market,
which means that they are still in use by piano teachers and students in piano lessons
today. Both North American methods, which are Prep Course for the Young Beginner
and My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner received positive reviews and
recommendations by well-respected journals in the field of piano pedagogy, including the
American Music Teacher and Piano Guild Notes.15 Due to the absence of music reviews
in the music periodicals and journals in Malaysia, the selection of Music Theory Made
Easy for Kids and Music Theory for Young Children was based on the researcher’s
seventeen years of previous experience in that country, including five years of experience
in using these series in her teaching. Both series are well-known and widely used among
piano studios in Malaysia.
PURPOSE OF STUDY
The purpose of this study is to provide a content analysis and comparison between
the selected theory methods by North American and Malaysian authors for young
beginning pianists. It is hoped that through this study, theory methods with different

Marcile Mack, “Prep Course for the Young Beginner, Lesson Book Level A
and Prep Course for the Young Beginner, Lesson Book Level B,” American Music
Teacher 39, no. 4 (Feb/Mar 1990): 58– 60; Mary Toy, “Prep Course for the Young
Beginner, Lesson Book Level D,” American Music Teacher 40, no. 5 (Apr/May 1991):
53; Vicki King, “My First Piano: Adventure for the Young Beginner, by Nancy and
Randall Faber,” Piano Guild Notes 56, no. 4 (Spring 2007): 53.
15
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cultural perspectives can be explored and presented for further research. Additionally,
this study aims to provide information for evaluating theory methods, including the
fundamental elements, teaching approaches, progression of concepts introduced, and the
design and format.
The research questions for this study are as below:
1. What is the scope and design of each theory method (origin country, the language
of publication, number of books and levels, target age group, visual layout and
illustrations, reading and counting approaches, curricular scope and connection,
supplemental learning materials, etc.)?
2. How are the activities structured in each theory method? Are the activities suited
for the characteristics of young pianists?
3. How does the content of each theory method progress by way of sequencing
musical concepts and increasing their difficulty?
4. What are the similarities and differences of the above criteria between each theory
method?
5. What are the differences in teaching approach, if any, between the Malaysian and
North American theory methods?
6. What are the strengths and weaknesses of each theory method?
7. How do the Malaysian and North American theory methods benefit young piano
students in their comprehension of elementary theory concepts respectively?

7

LITERATURE REVIEW
Prior to the analysis and comparison of the theory method series, it is necessary to
determine the definition of terms and existing resources related to the topic of study. A
survey was done on relevant literature from the fields of piano pedagogy and music
education to provide a better understanding and foundation for the research background.
Definition and Characteristics of Young Pianists
In this study, young pianists are equivalent to preschool beginners articulated by
authors of piano pedagogy textbooks. Marienne Uszler, acclaimed piano pedagogue and
main author of The Well-Tempered Keyboard Teacher, defined the preschool student as
those who begin music study at ages four through six.16 This age classification is
recognized and advocated by the authors of the selected theory methods for young
beginners.17
In comparison to older beginners, young pianists demonstrate distinct
characteristics that require a different approach to their learning process. In her
established pedagogy textbook Practical Piano Pedagogy, Martha Baker-Jordan
elaborated on the characteristics of beginning piano students from ages four through six.
Many of them are literate but not mature enough to be learning independently. Thus, the

16

Marienne Uszler, Stewart Gordon and Elyse Mach, The Well-Tempered
Keyboard Teacher (New York: Schirmer Books, 1995), 73.
17
Lina Ng, Music Theory Made Easy for Kids (Malaysia: Rhythm MP, 2010);
Nancy and Randall Faber, My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner: Writing
Book (Ann Arbor: Dovetree Productions, 2006); Ng Ying Ying, Music Theory for Young
Children, 2nd ed. (Malaysia: Poco Studio, 2014); Willard A. Palmer, Morton Manus and
Amanda Vick Lethco, Prep Course for the Young Beginner: Theory Book (Van Nuys:
Alfred Music, 1988,1990-1992).
8

assistance from parents and instructors, which includes encouragement and coaching,
plays an important role in their knowledge acquirement.18
Another distinct characteristic of young pianists is their short attention span. The
late Ann Collins, piano pedagogue and former Music Chair at the Western Illinois
University, pointed out in her article “Some Why, Hows, and Whats of Preschool Piano”
that most children aged four to five have a high interest peak in learning new things,
continual curiosity, inexhaustive energies, and exuberant enthusiasm. As a result, they
cannot be expected to spend thirty minutes sitting at the piano.19 In relation to this,
Jacobson explained that preschool piano instruction should include game-like activities
that are short and varied. This is because active exploration and experimentation in
learning are essential for young children’s progress through the various stages of
emotional, physical, social, expressive, and cognitive development.20
Considering the unique characteristics of young pianists, Bastien described the
suitable presentation of learning structure and its consequences:
The early years are critical. . . . This is the time when students must learn basic
skills such as hand position, phrasing, voicing, and a feeling for melodic
contours.21 Introductory structured learning may help the preschool child
understand basic concepts and simple reasoning processes . . . the knowledge
learned will transcend purely musical facts and will carry over into other learning
experiences. Developmental sensory-motor skills assimilated through the piano
study will generally aid the child in the coordination of his or her small and large
muscles.22

18

Martha Baker-Jordan, Practical Piano Pedagogy: The Definitive Text for Piano
Teachers and Pedagogy Students (Miami: Warner Bros., 2004), 3.
19
Ann Collins, “Some Why, Hows, and Whats of Preschool Piano,” in Creative
Piano Teaching, ed. James Lyke, Yvonne Enoch and Geoffrey Haydon (Champaign:
Stipes Publishing, 1996), 27-29.
20
Jacobson, 303.
21
Bastien, 13.
22
Bastien, 81.
9

It is notable that an age-appropriate learning structure is necessary for developing musical
growth and effective instruction in a piano lesson for young pianists. Furthermore, it also
builds a significant foundation in young children’s future learning experiences.
Piano Methods for Young Beginners
The publication of teaching materials has increased substantially over the past few
decades, designed to fulfill and accommodate the needs of piano teachers and beginning
students. Uszler pointed out:
In the 1930s, there was a widespread interest in the development of keyboard
courses whose aim was to provide a basic introduction to music via instrumental
study. . . . Focus began to shift from methods stressing the development of
technique and repertoire to methods using teaching strategies that regarded the
piano as instrument on which to chord along and experiment.23
These piano methods accentuate a holistic approach to piano study by considering
psychological principles of learning that affect sequence and organization as well as
discovery in a young beginner.24 Some of the key elements of a holistic approach are
reading, rhythm, technique, repertoire, and keyboard skills. The wide variety of piano
methods can be categorized based on their basic approaches in developing reading and
counting skills, which are both fundamental aspects of introductory piano learning.
Reading Approaches
The basic reading approaches for beginning piano consists of pre-staff reading,
middle C reading, multi-key reading, intervallic reading, and eclectic reading. As
Chronister explains, note reading at the piano is simply defined as the ability to see any

23

Uszler, 87.
Carole Flatau, “Let’s Start at the Very Beginning: First Lessons in the
Independent Studio,” in Creative Piano Teaching, ed. James Lyke, Yvonne Enoch and
Geoffrey Haydon (Champaign: Stipes Publishing, 1996), 49.
24
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note and simultaneously play its corresponding key.25 In the pre-staff reading approach,
students learn to play by reading notes without the grand staff, usually beginning with the
black key groups on the keyboard. Students then learn consecutive notes by reading the
contour of the notes to determine the direction and interval.26 Rebecca Johnson, a
respected educator and leader in the field of piano pedagogy, commented:
While beginning students are off the staff they are building their understanding of
finger numbers; experiencing the sounds of up and down, high and low, and how
that correlates with what order the fingers play in when going up or down; and
gaining the ability to recognize types of notes and their rhythmic value. Prereading experiences open up the entire keyboard without using ledger lines,
develop the recognition of the groups of two and three black notes, and logically
lead to learning the names of the white notes.27
Thus, Jacobson pointed out that many present-day methods begin with pre-staff reading
before introducing reading on lines and spaces as it provides beginning students with
musical and audiation experiences.28
In the middle C reading approach, students learn by identifying middle C on the
keyboard and staff notation. Both thumbs are to be placed on the middle C while playing
early reading repertoire. Subsequent notes from the middle C are learned through
individual note recognition and memorizing placement on the staff.29 On the other hand,
the multi-key reading approach introduces note-reading through five-finger patterns and
cadence chords in various keys. The keys are categorized into groups according to the
black-and-white-key shape of the tonic triad.30 This approach allows for flexibility to

Richard Chronister, “Naming Notes is Not Reading,” in Darling, 147.
Jacobson, 76.
27
Rebecca Grooms Johnson, “There’s A New Series In The Music Store—How
Should I Evaluate It?,” Clavier Companion (September/October 2009): 10.
28
Ibid, 41.
29
Jacobson, 41.
30
Ibid, 42.
25
26
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play and move around the entire keyboard topography. In the intervallic reading
approach, students learn by reading the lines and spaces primarily by interval and
direction.31 The staff is introduced one line at a time for gradual recognition. When the
full staff is introduced, guideposts or landmark notes are utilized to reinforce the reading
of intervallic relationships between notes.32 The eclectic reading approach is more
commonly used in recent publications, in which the reading elements and principles from
the three reading approaches mentioned above are combined.
Counting Approaches
Rhythm is an essential part of music learning and music making. Uszler stated
that the basic to the experience of rhythm is the realization of pulse and the grouping of
pulses.33 She further explained that teaching beginning students to count helps develop a
sense of rhythm and an understanding of the principles of rhythmic notations.34 The four
prevailing counting approaches adopted by piano educators are descriptive, numerical,
metric, and syllabic.
In this section, each of the counting approaches will be introduced and further
explained. The descriptive counting approach is also known as nominative counting. In
this approach, students learn to count by using rhythmically spoken time values of the
note. For instance, “quarter” for quarter note, “half-note” for half note, etc. In numerical
counting, students learn to count with the number of beats for each note value. For
example, “1-2” for half note, “1-2-3-4” for whole note, etc. This approach reinforces the

31

Johnson, 10.
Jacobson, 43.
33
Uszler, 108.
34
Ibid, 109.
32
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relationship between each note while relating them to the basic pulse.35 The metric
counting approaches require students to count the number of beats of the measure
successively. For instance, “1” always refers to the first beat of the measure, a quarter
note on beat 3 will be counted as “3”, etc. Johnson points out that all the current piano
methods ultimately arrive at this counting approach.36 In the syllabic counting approach,
students learn to count by mentioning a word or syllable that is of equal value to the note.
For example, a dotted half note is counted as “ta-a-a”, two eighth notes are counted as
“ap-ple”, etc.
With all the reading and counting approaches available, Uszler suggests that
teachers who are aware of the underlying principles of each approach are most equipped
to judge whether certain combination forms a successfully unified method of instruction
for young beginners.37
Previous Studies
Research study on piano methods for young beginners has been a familiar topic in
the field of piano pedagogy. Several related studies focus on reviewing certain aspects
within the piano methods. Paula M. Thomas-Lee analyzed the key elements included in
early childhood piano methods designed for piano students within four to five years old,
such as playing, singing, moving, creating, aural skills, repertoire, and parental
involvement. The study revealed that all of the piano methods studied contain key
elements necessary for a preschool music program, but none displayed a more

35

Jacobson, 45.
Johnson, 11.
37
Uszler, 107-108.
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comprehensive approach towards beginning piano instruction.38 It is also notable that
Thomas-Lee’s study did not analyze the music theory element in the piano methods.
Focusing on the repertoire in eighteen North-American piano methods, Yuanyuan Lu
categorized them according to music genres, hoping to provide an inventory and guide to
aid piano educators in choosing method books for students.39 Meir Mei Wah Sung
reviewed the teaching of technique elements in thirteen piano methods for young
beginners by analyzing the pace of introduction, presentation of technique elements, and
calculation of proportion.40
Another area of research on piano methods focuses on selected standards or
guidelines of music education. Julie Ann Ballard investigated piano methods for young
beginners published within the year 1994 to 2006 based on the MENC National
Standards (National Music Education Standards) for variety of repertoire and the
development of skills for creating and reading music.41 Kimberley Sundell based her
content analysis of twelve beginning piano methods on the elements of a particular concept
of music education, which is the Comprehensive Musicianship approach. The elements of the
Comprehensive Musicianship approach compiled by Sundell include aural skills,

Paula M. Thomas-Lee, “Piano Pedagogy for Four-and Five-Year-Olds: An
Analysis of Selected Piano Methods for Teaching Preschool Children” (Doctoral
Dissertation, The University of Georgia, Athens, 2003), ProQuest Dissertations and
Theses Global.
39
Yuanyuan Lu, “Survey of Eighteen North-American Piano Method Books:
Repertoire Selection and Categories” (Master’s Thesis, University of Ottawa, Ottawa,
2012), ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global.
40
Meir Mei Wah Sung, “A Survey of Technique Elements in Piano Method
Books and Technique Books for Young Piano Beginners” (Master’s Thesis, University of
Ottawa, Ottawa, 2017), ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global.
41
Julie Ann Ballard, “An Analysis of the Music Content in Ten Piano Methods
(1994-2006) for the Elementary-Aged Beginning Piano Student for MENC National
Standards Based Elements” (Doctoral Dissertation, University of Southern California,
Los Angeles, 2007), ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global.
38
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composition, improvisation, music history, music theory, and performance practices.42 The
study revealed that most piano methods emphasized the importance of music theory and aural
skills while composition and improvisation were least emphasized.

Additionally, research on piano methods led to the establishment of guidelines for
future study and publication. Fang Ting Huang based her study on the program guidelines
established by early childhood education consultants, Sue Bredekemp and Carol E.
Copple, called the Developmentally Appropriate Practices in Early Childhood Programs.
The study revealed that the five preschool piano methods demonstrate characteristics of
two pedagogical approaches: the traditional method and whole-body method. The
traditional method refers to involving students in the learning of concepts as the main
objective of piano study while the whole-body method advocates involving students in
music making and enjoyment rather than concept learning. Thus, Huang surveyed the
philosophy, curriculum design logic, musical development, and non-musical aspects of
the texts using the two pedagogical approaches as an organizational framework. It was
found that more piano methods applied the whole-body method as compared to the
traditional method. A guideline for future preschool piano methods publications were
developed and termed the “Phil-Lo-Music-Aspect” principles, which address three specific
components: (a) curriculum design, lesson planning, and instructional strategy; (b) content
development; and (c) elements related specifically to piano instruction.43

Kimberley Sundell, “Comprehensive Musicianship and Beginner Piano Method
Books: A Content Analysis” (Master’s Thesis, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, 2012),
ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global.
43
Fang Ting Huang, “Preschool Piano Methods and Developmentally
Appropriate Practice” (Doctoral Dissertation, University of Missouri-Columbia,
Columbia, 2007), ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global.
42
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Music Theory and Theory Methods
Chronister described the study of music theory for the beginner as the study of
how music is made, how sounds are put together to make music, and how reality is
represented in sound, as it is a child’s nature to explore and discover why things work,
how things are made, and what things are composed.44 In response to these learning
tendencies of young children, Bastien stated that a systematic music theory instruction
should include appropriate theoretical rudiments, which encompasses an understanding of
keys, intervals, chords, harmonic structure, ear training, improvisation, transposition, and
harmonization.45
Music theory plays a substantial and complementary role in the beginning piano
instruction of young children. Often, theory methods used in beginning piano instruction
are published either as a stand-alone book or a supplementary activity book, usually
correlating with the piano method series. Valerie Cisler, Dean of the College of Fine Arts
and Communication and Professor of Music at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point, expressed that “the growing number of available method and supplementary theory
books attests to the increasing awareness of the importance of including the fundamentals
of theory into our piano lesson curricula, even for very young children.”46 Acclaimed
piano pedagogue and author James Lyke further explained in his article “Keyboard
Theory for the Elementary Student” that a constant relationship between music theory to

Richard Chronister, “Illegitimate Theory VS, Legitimate Theory for the
Beginner,” in Darling, 217.
45
Bastien, 6.
46
Valerie Cisler, “Moving from ‘Theory’ to ‘Style Analysis’: An Effective Means
for Developing Performance Interpretation,” Piano Pedagogy Forum 8, no. 1 (January
2005): 46.
44
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repertoire, technical patterns, and sight reading contributes to a sequential approach of
skill development in piano learning.47
Previous Studies
Research related to theory methods is limited and sparse. Donna R. Hood
surveyed the theoretical elements of sixty-six beginning piano methods for different age
groups and discovered that none of the piano methods ideally presents all aspects of
music theory, which are rhythm/meter, melody/intervals, harmony, tonality/scales/keys,
analysis, ear training, composition, and improvisation.48 Based on the National
Association of Schools of Music (NASM) music theory guidelines, Karen Van Sickle
studied five theory methods in pursuance of an assessment of their effectiveness in
presenting the theoretical concepts recommended.49 It is notable that none of the related
literature was focused on theory methods for young beginners.
METHODOLOGY
To better compare and survey each theory method from North America and
Malaysia, it is necessary to develop a systematic approach to content analysis. The data
results of this study are presented with specified tables for better clarification and
consolidation. Each theory method is analyzed using three main categories: scope and
design, content progression, and activity structure. The scope and design elements of

James Lyke, “Keyboard Theory for the Elementary Student,” in Creative Piano
Teaching, ed. James Lyke, Yvonne Enoch and Geoffrey Haydon (Champaign: Stipes
Publishing, 1996), 69.
48
Hood, 92.
49
Karen Van Sickle, “Assessing Five Piano Theory Methods Using NASM
Suggested Theory Guidelines For Students” (Master’s Thesis, University of Arizona,
Phoenix, 2011), ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global.
47
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each theory method include: origin country and language of publication, number of books
and levels, target age group, visual layout and illustrations, reading and counting
approaches, curricular scope and connection, and supplemental learning materials. The
content progression for each theory method is analyzed by looking at the sequencing of
fundamental theory rudiments within the curriculum. Such theory rudiments consist of:
introduction to the keyboard; treble and bass notes; time signatures; basic notation and
rhythm; musical terms and symbols; intervals; and triads and scales.
For analysis of activity structure, the activities for each theory rudiments are
categorized into three objectives: identification, reinforcement, and ear-training. These
objectives are developed from the Bloom Taxonomy, which was established by Benjamin
Bloom in the 1940s and revised in 2001. By outlining the key levels of thinking
(remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, create) and the corresponding
educational objectives, the Bloom Taxonomy serves as an effective assessment and
planning tool in education.50 When acquiring new concepts in music theory, young
students begin with identification activities, which involve remembering and
understanding. These activities engage students to identify, label, list, outline, recall, and
reproduce new musical concepts through pre-writing skills. David Ervast III asserts that
emergent writing or pre-writing skills reflect approximations and are a prerequisite for

Christine Persaud, “The Levels of Thinking in Bloom Taxonomy,” Bloom’s
Taxonomy: The Ultimate Guide, Top Hat, August 13, 2018,
https://tophat.com/blog/blooms-taxonomy/.
50
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the development of later writing skills.51 Heather Greutman, a Certified Occupational
Therapy Assistant, explains that such approximations involve lines and strokes young
children need to master and know prior to learning how to print the alphabet.52 Prewriting skills also contribute to developing fine motor skills within young children. Some
pre-writing skills that are commonly adopted in theory methods include circling, tracing,
coloring, drawing, and pasting stickers.
Upon establishing the understanding of new concepts, reinforcement activities are
necessary to strengthen the knowledge. In these theory methods, reinforcement activities
prompt young children to move up to the next thinking level in Bloom Taxonomy, which
includes apply, analyze, and occasionally evaluate. These activities also feature a
combination of musical concepts, where students are encouraged to organize, relate,
compare, and contrast. The third objective, which is ear-training, incorporates the higher
thinking levels: apply, analyze, evaluate, and create. At this stage, students should be able
to display full comprehension of the musical concept and produce original work with the
knowledge. Some of the ear-training exercises in theory methods include composing,
improvising, sight singing, sight reading, clapping, and tapping. These activities prompt
student to analyze the combination of musical concepts and perform it with their own
interpretation, which stimulates creation with originality.

David Ervast III, “The Effects of A Music Curriculum on the Pre-Reading and
Writing Skills of Three-to Five-Year-Olds in An Inclusive Day Care Setting” (Master’s
Thesis, Florida State University, Tallahassee, 2017), ProQuest Dissertations and Theses
Global.
52
Heather Greutman, “What Are Pre-Writing Skills?,” Basics of Pre-Writing
Activities and Skills for Kids, Growing Hands-On Kids, accessed January 19, 2021,
https://www.growinghandsonkids.com/basics-pre-writing-activities-skills-kids.
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ORGANIZATION OF STUDY
This study comprises four chapters. Chapter one provides a brief overview of the
study, consisting of the following sections: introduction, need for study, limitations of
study, purpose of study, literature review, methodology, and organization of study.
Chapter two contains the findings report of the study, which includes data analysis from
each method series and addresses the research questions related to the contents of the
method series. Chapter three presents a discussion and comparison of the data analysis.
The conclusion with summaries and recommendations for future study are presented in
chapter four. A bibliography is followed by an appendix containing further summary
details. Degree recital programs are included following the main body of the document.
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CHAPTER 2
CONTENT ANALYSIS
This chapter presents the content analysis of the selected theory methods by North
American and Malaysian authors for young pianists. The theory methods will be
reviewed in chronological order of publication year: Prep Course for the Young
Beginner, Music Theory Made Easy for Kids, Music Theory for Young Children, and My
First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner. Each of the theory methods will be
surveyed based on their scope and design, content progression, and activity structure. The
scope and design section covers the basic information, which includes the publisher, year
of publication, author(s), number of books and levels, and target age group. The reading
and counting approaches, organization, visual layout and illustrations, curricular scope
and connection, and supplemental learning material will also be examined.
The content progression for each theory method is categorized by theory
rudiments according to the method levels. The theory rudiments that are discussed
include introduction to the keyboard, treble and bass notes, time signatures, basic
notation and rhythm, musical terms and symbols, intervals, and triads and scales.
Following the progression of content, the activity structure of each theory method series
is reviewed. This section analyzes the activities related to each theory rudiments by
grouping them according to objectives of identification, reinforcement, and ear-training.
Supplementary activities such as review, test, and quiz will also be discussed.
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PREP COURSE FOR THE YOUNG BEGINNER
Scope and Design
Published by Alfred Music, Prep Course for the Young Beginner is part of
Alfred’s Basic Piano Library. The course of study caters to young beginners who are five
years and older. There are four core books within the course syllabus which include the
Lesson Book, Theory Book, Solo Book, and Technic Book. Written by North American
authors Willard A. Palmer, Morton Manus, and Amanda Vick Lethco, the theory method
series consists of six levels: Level A (1988); Level B (1988); Level C (1990); Level D
(1991); Level E (1992); Level F (1992.) Prep Course for the Young Beginner introduces
reading through pre-staff (Figure 2.1) and eclectic approach with a focus on intervals.
Counting is introduced through descriptive (Figure 2.2) and numerical approaches
(Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.1. Pre-staff reading approach from Prep Course for the Young Beginner
Theory Book Level A
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Figure 2.2. Descriptive counting approach from Prep Course for the Young Beginner
Theory Book Level A

Figure 2.3. Numerical counting approach from Prep Course for the Young Beginner
Theory Book Level A
As shown in Figure 2.4, the theory method series is designed in portrait
orientation featuring colorful, simple, and age-appropriate illustrations on white
background.
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Figure 2.4. Visual layout and illustrations from Prep Course for the Young Beginner
Theory Book Level B
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The illustrations are specially designed to match the concept introduced, which appeals to
a young student’s imagination. The printing is large and easy to read. New concepts are
highlighted or bolded while the title of each activity is placed at the top of the page and is
printed in a larger and colored font. All writing activities are preceded by explanations
and numbered instructions for students. As the theory method is coordinated page by
page with the Lesson Book of the same level, corresponding lesson book page numbers
are stated at the upper right corner of each page. There is no content page at the
beginning of each book.
Content Progression
Prep Course for the Young Beginner introduces students to the keyboard through
the identification of left and right hand, finger numbers, two and three black key groups,
and the musical alphabet. Throughout six levels, the method covers the keyboard range of
treble clef notes C4 – G5 and bass clef notes G2 – D4 through landmark notes and fivefinger positions.1 These include C position, middle C position, and G position.
The method encompasses basic notations and rhythms including quarter, half,
dotted half, whole, eighth, and dotted quarter notes. Quarter, half, and whole rests are
also introduced. Time signatures of 4/4, 3/4, and 2/4 are introduced through the first three
levels. Dynamic signs ranging from piano to forte, crescendo, and diminuendo are
covered in the first two levels. A wide variety of tempo markings, including Allegro,
Andante, Adagio, and Moderato are introduced in Level D. The method also covers other

1

To specify the note range taught in each theory methods, the octave designation
is used for better clarification. According to the International Organization of
Standardization (ISO), a complete designation contains both the pitch-class name and
register on the keyboard. For example, middle C is labeled as C4, the octave lower C is
C3, and the octave higher C is C5.
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important musical terminology and symbols consisting of clefs (treble and bass), grand
staff, repeat sign, the position of stems, accidentals (sharp and flat), articulations (slur,
tie, staccato, legato, accent), fermata, phrases, enharmonic, 8va, incomplete measure
(upbeat), damper pedal, ostinato, syncopation, and accompaniment patterns (Alberti bass
and bass chord).
Intervals are presented in melodic and harmonic forms. Throughout the six levels,
students are introduced to 2nd through 8ve intervals. Half and whole steps are also covered
succeeded by the concept of the tetrachord. Keys that are encompassed include C major,
G major, and D major along with the tonic, subdominant, dominant, and dominant
seventh chords of each key. Table 2.1 outlines the pace at which all the concepts
mentioned are introduced throughout the six levels of Prep Course for the Young
Beginner.
Activity Structure
The activity structure of the Prep Course for the Young Beginner is distributed
across identification, reinforcement, and ear-training objectives as shown in Table 2.2.
The identification activities of each theory rudiments are presented through pre-writing
skills, which include drawing, coloring, circling, tracing, writing, etc. Other than the
introduction to keyboard and treble and bass notes, all theory rudiments consist of
reinforcement activities, where students are encouraged to complete, change, and answer
short questions. Students are also prompted to listen, sing, count, clap, and play with eartraining activities that follow.
.
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Table 2.1. Content progression of Prep Course for the Young Beginner
Theory Rudiments
Introduction to Keyboard

Treble and Bass Notes

Level A
Left and right hand
Finger numbers
2 and 3 black keys
Musical alphabets
C position
[Treble: C4 – G4
Bass: C3 – G3]

Level B

Level C

G position
[Treble: G4 – D5
Bass: G2 – D3]

Middle C position
[Treble: C4 – G4
Bass: C4 – F3]

Slur and tie
Staccato & legato
crescendo & diminuendo

Accent
Fermata
Phrases
Enharmonic
Incomplete measure

Basic Notation and Rhythm
Bar line
Position of stems
Time Signatures
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Musical Terms and Symbols

Intervals
Triads and Scales

2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th
Melodic and harmonic intervals

Theory Rudiments
Introduction to Keyboard
Treble and Bass Notes

Level D

Level E

G position
[Treble: G4 – D5
Bass: G3 – D4]
All position
[Treble: C4 – G5
Bass: G2 – D4]

Basic Notation and Rhythm
Time Signatures
Musical Terms and Symbols
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Intervals
Triads and Scales

Level F

Syncopation
Alberti bass, bass chord
8va
Allegro, Andante, Adagio,
Moderato
Damper pedal
Half & whole step
Tetrachord
C and G major

Ostinato

6th, 7th, 8ve
Tonic triads
D major
I, IV, V, V7
Identifying 7th chords
I-IV in C, G, D major
I-V7 in C, G, D major
I-IV-V7 in C, G, D major

Table 2.2. Activity structure of Prep Course for the Young Beginner
Theory Rudiments
Introduction to Keyboard
Treble and Bass Notes
Basic Notation and Rhythm

Time Signatures

Musical Terms and Symbols
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Intervals

Triads and Scales

Objectives
Identification
Ear-Training
Identification
Ear-Training
Identification
Reinforcement
Ear-training
Identification
Reinforcement
Ear-Training
Identification
Reinforcement
Ear-training
Identification
Reinforcement
Ear-training
Identification
Reinforcement
Ear-training

Types of Activity
Draw, Place and say, Color, Circle, Add finger numbers, Trace
Play and say alphabets
Write letter names, finger numbers, and notes
Play and say letter names
Trace note and stem, Draw, Add stem, note, and rest
Short question, Write number of counts
Clap, Clap and count, Play and count, Play and sing words, Rap
Short question, Fill measures
Add bar lines, Conduct
Say words, Conduct and count, Conduct and say words and letter names
Draw, Circle, Add, Label
Change note with accidentals, Write correct name
Play, Play and say words, Play and decide suitable tempo
Trace and draw arrows, Underline correct form, Write name on keyboard
Add note to form interval, Write intervals, Change intervals by adding
accidentals
Play, Play and say interval
Study pattern and answer short question, Write notes, letter names, and roman
numerals, Build triads
Complete scales and triads, Underline correct spelling, Circle notes, Crossword
puzzle, Identify root
Play, Play and say

When introducing new concepts, short definitions and examples are provided
before students are asked to complete writing activities. The authors utilize short
questions to evaluate students’ ability to identify and comprehend new concepts. For
example, when introducing tetrachords, students are given the opportunity to study
tetrachord patterns and answer short questions based on their observation of the pattern
(Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5. Short questions from Prep Course for the Young Beginner Theory Book
Level D
Another interesting activity featured in this theory method is conducting. Students
are given the opportunity to learn how to conduct as a reinforcement activity of the time
signatures. The purpose of this activity is for the students to have a better sense of pulse
and rhythm within different time signatures. Additionally, students learn to rap as part of
the ear-training activities for basic notation and rhythm. As shown in Figure 2.6, the “rap
song” involves saying words while tapping with feet or clapping with hands in a steady
beat.
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Review activities are constantly present throughout the method series in the form
of quizzes and games. Some of the activities featured include True-False Quiz, Things I
Have Learned About Music, Upside Down Quiz, Music Identification, Mystery Puzzle,
Word Puzzle, Maze, etc.

Figure 2.6. Rap activity from Prep Course for the Young Beginner Theory Book
Level D
MUSIC THEORY MADE EASY FOR KIDS
Scope and Design
Written by Malaysian author Lina Ng, Music Theory Made Easy for Kids was
published by Rhythm MP in 1995. Originally published in Malaysia, the series was
edited to be distributed in North America by Alfred Music in 2010. This theory method is
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part of the Made Easy Series consisting of Piano Lesson Made Easy, Music Theory Made
Easy for Kids, My First/Second/Third Theory Book, Finger Exercises Made Easy, and
Theory of Music Made Easy. However, it is not designed in correspondence with the
other books within the series. Designed for young children at age 4-5, Music Theory
Made Easy for Kids encompasses two levels. Students are introduced to note-reading
through the middle C approach (Figure 2.7) while counting is introduced through the
metric approach (Figure 2.8). The materials are presented in sections with a focus topic,
where each section extends across a few pages. There is a content page at the beginning
of each level listing the topics and corresponding page numbers.
As shown in Figure 2.7, Music Theory Made Easy for Kids is designed in portrait
orientation featuring colorful, simple, and age-appropriate illustrations on white
background. The author incorporated illustrations that correspond to the concept and are
relatable to young children. The printing is large and widely spaced. The title of each new
concept is placed at the top of the page in a pink banner with larger and bolded font
whereas the number of counts is always printed in blue (Figure 2.8). Each book in the
series includes sticker sheets for activity purposes.
Content Progression
Over the course of two levels, Music Theory Made Easy for Kids introduces
students to a keyboard range of treble notes C4 – C5 and bass notes C3 – C4. Prior to
that, identification of left and right hand and finger numbers are presented. The series
encompasses basic notation and rhythm, which includes: quarter, half, dotted half, and
whole notes; quarter, half, and whole rest; bar line, and position of stems. The time
signatures of 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 are covered in the first book. Table 2.3 outlines the pace at
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which all the concepts mentioned are introduced throughout the course of two levels
within Music Theory Made Easy for Kids.

Figure 2.7. Middle C reading approach from Music Theory Made Easy for Kids
Level 1
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Figure 2.8. Metric counting approach from Music Theory Made Easy for Kids Level 1

Table 2.3. Content progression of Music Theory Made Easy for Kids
Theory Rudiments
Introduction to Keyboard
Treble and Bass Notes

Level 1
Left and right hand
Finger numbers
Treble: C4 – G4
Bass: G3 – C4

Level 2

Bar line

Position of stems

Treble: A4 – C5
Bass: C3 – F3

Basic Notation and Rhythm

Time Signatures
Musical Terms and Symbols

Activity Structure
The activities of Music Theory Made Easy for Kids are mostly identification and
reinforcement as shown in Table 2.4. All theory rudiments are introduced through
fundamental identification activities, which include numbering, tracing, writing, and
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adding notes, letter names, stems, etc. The “Spot and Count” activity is a game-like
exercise where students are asked to identify and differentiate the note values and clefs
within an image (Figure 2.9).
The reinforcement activities that follow are structured and developed from the
identification activities. Students are given the opportunity to name, match, and color the
concepts that they have apprehended. In order to display their comprehension of the
theory rudiments, students are also prompted to complete measures, identify errors and
make corrections, and compose. One significant element in this method series is the
sticker sheets that are provided in each book. As shown in Table 2.4, most activities
require students to answer by pasting stickers. The usage of stickers is age-appropriate for
young beginners as they are appealing, easy to use, and suited for those who are not ready
to write and still acquiring pre-writing skills.
Music Theory Made Easy for Kids features ear-training activities which are
compiled at the end of each book as supplementary activities. These activities include
rhythm clapping, tone calls, and singing. For rhythm clapping, students are given the
opportunity to do rhythm reading and imitation by utilizing body percussion, percussion
instruments, and making different sounds. For tone call and singing activities, students
are asked to answer, imitate, and sight-sing melody using words, solfege, and letter
names as shown in Figure 2.10. Other supplementary activities for the series include
review exercises, graded tests, and quizzes, which are also compiled at the end of each
book.
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Figure 2.9. Spot and count activity from Music Theory Made Easy for Kids Level 1
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Table 2.4. Activity structure of Music Theory Made Easy for Kids
Theory Rudiments
Introduction to Keyboard
Treble and Bass Notes
Basic Notation and Rhythm

Time Signatures

Musical Terms and Symbols

Objectives
Identification
Identification
Reinforcement
Identification
Reinforcement
Ear-training
Identification
Reinforcement
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Identification
Reinforcement

Types of Activity
Number the fingers
Trace, Write notes
Name notes, Matching notes to letter names, Paste note sticker, Color keyboard
Spot and count, Paste name stickers, Paste note stickers, Trace notes, Add stems
Color circles of counts, Cover wrong answer with sticker, True or false, Match
same values, Write counts, Paste bar lines
Rhythm clapping, Tone calls, Singing, Compose rhythm and melody
Paste time signature sticker
Paste sticker of correct note values, Complete measure with note stickers, Cover
wrong note with stickers
Spot and count, Trace
Identify and color correct answer

Figure 2.10. Singing activity from Music Theory Made Easy for Kids Level 1
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MUSIC THEORY FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
Scope and Design
Originally published by Poco Studio, Music Theory for Young Children is written
by Malaysian author Ying Ying Ng. The first edition was published in 2004 while the
second edition was published ten years later. This theory method series is distributed by
Alfred Music in North America. Music Theory for Young Children is part of the Poco
Music for Young Children series consisting of Poco Piano for Young Children, Music
Theory for Young Children, and Theory Drills for Young Children. The four books of
Music Theory for Young Children function as supplementary exercises to reinforce
concepts learned in the Poco Piano for Young Children books of the same level;
however, the contents are not coordinated page by page. The series introduces notereading through the middle C approach (Figure 2.11) while counting is introduced
through the metric approach (Figure 2.12). As shown in Figure 2.11, it is notable that
Music Theory for Young Children retained the British terms for note values but added the
American terms in parentheses for publication in North America. The materials are
presented in sections with a focus topic, with each section extending over a few pages.
All topics and corresponding page numbers are listed on the content page at the
beginning of each book.
As shown in Figure 2.11, Music Theory for Young Children is designed in
landscape orientation, which is suited for the visual range of young children. The
background is colorful with themed illustrations spanning across two consecutive pages.
The pages feature moderate-sized printing, with each page framed with a thin border to
distinguish the section title and activities. New section titles are placed on the top left
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corner in a colored banner. All succeeding pages within the section have the same title at
the top corner in bold text (Figure 2.12). Each writing activity is preceded by instruction
that begins with a bolded verb, which is represented by a corresponding figure. Each
book in the series includes sticker sheets for activity purposes.

Figure 2.11. Middle C reading approach from Music Theory for Young Children
Book 1
Content Progression
Music Theory for Young Children introduces students to the keyboard through the
identification of two and three black key groups, left and right hand, finger numbers,
musical alphabets, and line and space notes. Over the course of study, students are
introduced to the keyboard range of treble notes C4 – G5 and bass notes F2 – C4. Unlike
other methods, the series encompasses notation and rhythm through sixteenth note and
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rest. Other notation and rhythm concepts such as the position of stems, bar line, upbeat,
and grouping of rhythm are also introduced. The musical terms introduced in the
performance directions section is categorized accordingly in Table 2.5. Throughout the
four levels, students learn intervals beginning with half and whole steps, then melodic
and harmonic intervals of 2nd through 8va. The triads and scales included are C, G, D, and
F major. Table 2.6 outlines the pace at which all the concepts mentioned are introduced
throughout the course of four levels within Music Theory for Young Children.

Figure 2.12. Metric counting approach from Music Theory for Young Children
Book 2
Activity Structure
The activity structure of Music Theory for Young Children consists of
identification and reinforcement exercises as shown in Table 2.7. Throughout the four
levels, all activities are based on a fixed set of pre-writing skills, which include trace,
paste, circle, add, and color. This set of pre-writing skills are then featured individually or
combined to develop into identification and reinforcement exercises of each theory
rudiment.
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Table 2.5. Performance directions from Music Theory for Young Children
Category
Dynamics
Tempo

Articulations
Others

Musical Terms
pp, p, mp, mf, f, ff, crescendo, diminuendo
adagio/lento, rallentando, ritardando, ritenuto, andante, allegro,
allegretto, accelerando, poco, mezzo, moderato, tempo, a
tempo, M.M.
legato, staccato, accent
da capo, dal segno, fine, cantabile, 8va, fermata, repeat sign

When introducing new concepts, short explanatory sentences are provided before
the presentation of activities. Most of the time, students are asked to trace and write or
copy the new concept multiple times to enhance recognition. For reinforcement activities,
students are prompted to complete activities with a combination of pre-writing skills and
concepts. For example, when the time signature is introduced, students are asked to add
bar lines, note groups, and note to complete measures according to the time signature
provided. This encourages young students to explore and learn music theory as a
comprehensive whole.
Some of the interesting activities include coloring answers using codes. Students
are given the opportunity to identify and color according to a specific order (Figure 2.13).
Further, students are also prompted to think critically as they are asked to point out
mistakes and correct them. For instance, when introducing grouping of rhythms, students
are asked to identify and circle incorrect note groupings within a melody and rewrite
them in the correct groupings.
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Table 2.6. Content progression of Music Theory for Young Children
Theory Rudiments
Introduction to
Keyboard

Treble and Bass Notes
Basic Notation and
Rhythm

Level 1
2 and 3 black keys
Left and right hand
Finger numbers
Musical alphabets
Line and space notes
Treble: C4 – G4
Bass: F3 – C4

Level 2

Level 3

Treble: A4 – C5
Bass: C3 – E3

Treble: C5 – G5
Bass: F2 – C3

Level 4

Grouping of notes
Upbeat
Answering rhythms

Position of stems
Bar lines
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Time Signatures
Musical Term and
Symbol

Ties and slurs

Performance directions
(see table 2.5)

Intervals

Half and whole step
(semitones and tones)

Triads and Scales

C, G, D, F major

2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th,
8va
Melodic and harmonic
intervals
Degrees of the scale
Tonic triads

Table 2.7. Activity structure of Music Theory for Young Children
Theory Rudiments
Introduction to
Keyboard
Treble and Bass Notes
Basic Notation and
Rhythm

Time Signatures
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Musical Terms and
Symbols
Intervals

Triads and Scales

Objectives
Types of Activity
Identification Paste, Circle, Trace, Write, Color, Trace and paste, Trace and write, Trace and color
Reinforcement Paste missing letter names, Paste notes on lines and spaces, Write notes, Trace hand and
paste finger numbers
Identification Trace and write, Trace and copy, Color, Paste
Reinforcement Match note to letter name, Color using codes, Write notes and letter names, Add clefs
Identification Paste, Circle, Color, Trace, Trace and copy, Trace and write counts,
Reinforcement Circle, Paste, Color, Write, Color using code, Count and color, Circle longest and shortest
notes, Circle mistakes and rewrite, Paste note and rest to complete measure, Add rest, dot,
and note, Rewrite in correct groupings,
Identification Circle time signature, Trace, Circle top number and trace counts
Reinforcement Write counts and paste time signature, Add time signature and bar lines, Paste note
groups, Paste note to complete measure
Identification Trace, Paste, Trace and copy, Trace with color, Write
Reinforcement Write accidentals, letter name, and enharmonic letter names, Add correct clefs, Write and
color, Add ties and paste the number of beats
Identification Trace letter names and intervals, Color, Paste number and form of interval
Reinforcement Add accidental, Circle higher and lower notes, Write note to form interval, Write number,
Identify and circle interval
Identification Trace brackets of semitones, Paste letter name, Copy clef and key signature, and key,
Paste key signature, Trace and copy, Color,
Reinforcement Write scale and mark semitones, Add accidentals to make scale, Name the keys, Paste,
Add clef and key signature, Write key signature and triads, Circle notes to form triads

Figure 2.13. Color using codes from Music Theory for Young Children Level 3
Like Music Theory Made Easy for Kids, the sticker sheets play a significant role
in the activities of Music Theory for Young Children. As shown in Table 2.7, a large
amount of activities requires students to answer by pasting stickers in a variety of
formats. Other supplementary activities in the series include general exercises, graded
assessment, and revision, which are compiled at the end of each book as review
exercises.
MY FIRST PIANO ADVENTURE FOR THE YOUNG BEGINNER
Scope and Design
Written by North American authors Nancy and Randall Faber, My First Piano Adventure
for the Young Beginner is part of the young beginner core curriculum within the Faber
Piano Adventures series. The course of study caters to young beginners who are five to
six years old. Published in 2006, My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner
encompasses two core books for level A, B, and C, which are the Lesson Book and
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Writing Book. The authors provided a theme with each book: Level A – Pre-Reading;
Level B – Steps on the Staff; Level C – Skips on the Staff. This series introduces notereading through pre-staff (Figure 2.14) and eclectic approaches while counting is
introduced through the numerical approach (Figure 2.15). All materials are presented in
units, with a content page at the beginning of each book listing the topic of each unit and
a description of activities.

Figure 2.14. Pre-staff reading approach from My First Piano Adventure for the
Young Beginner Writing Book A
As shown in Figure 2.16, My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner is
designed in landscape orientation. The books feature colorful, simple, large-sized, and
age-appropriate illustrations on white background. The first appearance of unit numbers
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is always placed on the top corner of the left page in a yellow banner while each activity
title is printed in large font at the top of the page. All instructions for activities are
numbered in sequence. Special instructions and accompaniment parts for the teacher are
printed in smaller font. Ear-training and eye-training activities are represented by
corresponding characters as shown in Figure 2.17.

Figure 2.15. Numerical counting approach from My First Piano Adventure for the
Young Beginner Writing Book A
This theory method is designed for simultaneous use with the Lesson Book as part
of the young beginner core curriculum within the Faber Piano Adventures series. The
Writing Book is coordinated page by page with the Lesson Book of the same level.
Corresponding lesson book page numbers are stated at the bottom corner of the page
(Figure 2.16). Additionally, the “friends at the piano” from the Lesson Book are featured
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in the Writing Book as well. This theory method is supplemented by online audio access,
CD, sticker book, and flashcard sheets.

Figure 2.16. Visual layout and illustrations from My First Piano Adventure for the
Young Beginner Writing Book A
Content Progression
My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner introduces young students to
the keyboard by covering posture at the piano, identification of left and right hand, finger
numbers, two and three black keys, musical alphabets, and line and space notes. Over the
course of three levels, the keyboard range of treble notes C4 – B4 and bass notes C3 – B3
is presented. The series covers basic notation and rhythm, including whole, half, and
quarter note; whole, half, and quarter rest; dotted half note, and bar line. The time
signatures of 3/4 and 4/4 are introduced.
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Figure 2.17. Ear-training and eye-training characters from My First Piano
Adventure for the Young Beginner Writing Book A
Musical terms and symbols such as clefs (treble and bass), dynamic markings
(piano, forte, mezzo forte), tempo markings (ritardando), articulations (accent, tie),
musical form (ABA), double bar line and repeat sign are presented. The series also
introduces prominent composers such as Beethoven, Brahms, Haydn, and Tchaikovsky
through games and storytelling. As mentioned in the theme for each book, the steps
interval is introduced in book B while the skips interval is introduced in book C.
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Throughout the curriculum, triads and five-finger scales are presented to young students.
The triads that are covered include F-A-C and E-G-B and the five-finger scales are C
major and G major. Table 2.8 outlines the pace at which all the concepts mentioned are
introduced throughout the course of three books within My First Piano Adventure for the
Young Beginner.
Activity Structure
The activity structure of My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner series
is distributed across identification, reinforcement, and ear-training exercises as shown in
Table 2.9. The activities in this theory method series are game-like and interactive.
Instructions and duet parts for the teacher are consistently present throughout all three
books to assist young students in their completion of activities. Some interesting
activities are the use of hand signals (Figure 2.18), imagine and create sounds, and
completing a song with the student’s choice of music symbols.
When new concepts are introduced, a short explanation and definition are
provided before the presentation of activities. Each activity is designed with a descriptive
title followed by a short description stating the concepts involved. The completion of
each activity usually involves two or more consecutive steps, which evoke a challenge
and sense of achievement for young students once they have succeeded. There are
relatively few identification and reinforcement focused activities compared to eartraining activities. However, in the process of ear-training activities such as listening,
composing, and improvising, students can identify and apply either a specific rudiment or
combination of rudiments that they comprehended. For example, this playback activity in
Figure 2.19 first prompts the student to listen and repeat what the teacher played, then
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identify and name the note or rest on the character upon completion of ten listening
examples.
Review exercises of the previous level are included as the first unit in Book B and
Book C. In these units, some of the renowned composers such as Beethoven, Brahms,
Haydn, and Tchaikovsky are introduced. The review exercises and games are carried out
through the story narration of these composers as shown in Figure 2.20. In addition,
music history elements are also included through fun facts and games, where students
learn about the composer’s life and answer similar self-exploration questions.

Figure 2.18. Hand signal activity from My First Piano Adventure for the Young
Beginner Writing Book B
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Table 2.8. Content progression of My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner
Theory Rudiments
Introduction to Keyboard

Treble and Bass Notes

Book A
Posture at the piano
Left and right hand
Finger numbers
2 and 3 black keys
Music alphabets
Line and space notes
Treble: C4 – G4
Bass: C3 – G3

Book B

Book C

Treble: C4 – G4
Bass: C3 – B3

Treble: C4 – B4
Bass: C3 – B3

Basic Notation and Rhythm
Bar line
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Time Signatures
Musical Terms and Symbols
Repeat sign
Double bar line
Intervals
Triads and Scales

Ties
Beethoven, Mozart
Ensemble
Steps
C 5-finger scale

Ritardando
Accent
Tempo
Haydn, Brahms, Tchaikovsky
Musical Form ABA
Skips
E-G-B
F-A-C
G 5-finger scale

Table 2.9. Activity structure of My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner
Theory Rudiments Objectives
Introduction to
Identification
Keyboard
Reinforcement
Ear-Training
Treble and Bass
Notes

Identification
Reinforcement
Ear-Training
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Basic Notation and
Rhythm
Time Signatures

Musical Terms and
Symbols
Intervals

Triads and Scales

Identification
Reinforcement
Ear-training
Identification
Reinforcement
Ear-Training
Identification
Reinforcement
Ear-training
Identification
Reinforcement
Ear-training
Identification

Types of Activity
Identify correct posture and wrist motion, Trace hand and connect ring to finger, Color and
match, Fill in missing letters, Color
Identify correct order of musical alphabets, Write letter names, Circle arrow to show note
direction, Connect note to letter name
Imitate rhythm patterns, Circle animal that fits the sound, Creating sounds to tell story,
Play and say, Play a duet with teacher
Complete missing letter name, Write letter name and circle hand, Draw, Circle, Color,
Trace,
Hand signals, True or false, Identify and correct mistakes,
Say letter names, Compose, Sightread, Play duet, Improvise, Play and say, Hearing same or
different
Draw, Name, Write counts
Directional reading, Match, Complete song
Tap and chant/sing, Play, Identifying rhythm pattern, Compose, Sightread, Tap rhythm
Draw bar line and time signature
Write correct time signature
Tap and play
Write, Draw
Imagine and circle, Count and match
Play, Create sounds, Listen and identify, Tap
Circle skips, Shade keyboard, Write
Connect, Find and circle, Draw
Listen and identify, Sightread, Playback, Improvise
Write, Color, Circle,

Reinforcement
Ear-training

Identify and correct mistakes, Write missing letter
Play, Compose, Playback, Improvise
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Figure 2.19. Ear-training activity from My First Piano Adventure
for the Young Beginner Writing Book C

Figure 2.20. Composer activity from My First Piano Adventure
for the Young Beginner Writing Book B
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Each of the theory methods by North American and Malaysian authors portrays
fundamental and age-appropriate presentation and content for young pianists. However, it
is evident that while sharing some similarities, each theory method differs in unique
ways. Thus, it is necessary to compare and discuss their strengths and weaknesses. It is
hoped that such a survey will lead to the improvement of future theory method
publications for young beginners.
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CHAPTER 3
DISCUSSION
In Chapter 2, the contents of each theory method series were analyzed according
to the scope and design, content progression, and activity structure. This chapter will
compare and discuss the similarities and differences between the selected North
American and Malaysian theory methods based on the content analysis. The teaching
approaches will also be discussed in detail.
SCOPE AND DESIGN
Reading Approach
The basic reading approaches for beginning piano consists of pre-staff, middle C,
multi-key, intervallic, and eclectic, which combines the principles of different
approaches. Both North American theory methods introduce note-reading through prestaff and eclectic approaches. Before the grand staff is presented, Prep Course for the
Young Beginner explores note-reading through five-finger positions (multi-key) starting
with C position on both hands. Once the grand staff is presented, landmark notes
(intervallic) including bass F, bass C, treble G, and middle C are utilized to facilitate the
introduction of new five-finger positions. Similarly, My First Piano Adventure for the
Young Beginner begins pre-staff reading with C position (multi-key) on both hands while
encouraging students to read directionally (intervallic). After introducing the grand staff,
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students learn by identifying middle C and subsequent notes in the middle C position on
treble and bass clef. Landmark notes such as bass F and bass C and five-finger positions
are presented later. Both Malaysian theory methods introduce note-reading through the
middle C reading approach. Middle C and the subsequent notes on treble and bass clef
are identified through individual note recognition and by memorizing placement on the
staff.
Counting Approach
The basic counting approaches for beginning piano consist of descriptive,
numerical, metric, and syllabic. Both North American theory methods introduce counting
through numerical approaches. Prep Course for the Young Beginner adopts both
descriptive and numerical approaches when introducing note values individually. For
instance, students are asked to count half note by saying “half-note” (descriptive) or
“one-two” (numerical). When put into the context of measures and time signatures, Prep
Course for the Young Beginner focuses on numerical counting. Both Malaysian theory
methods present counting through the metric approach, where students learn the duration
of note values and count the number of beats successively in the context of measure. It is
notable that Music Theory for Young Children retained the British musical terms for note
values and included the American terms in parentheses, for example, “semibreve (whole
note).” On the other hand, Music Theory Made Easy for Kids only features American
terms.
Organization
The contents of Prep Course for the Young Beginner are presented continuously.
The authors explains that the materials are not divided into units with the intention to
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allow for the teacher’s flexibility to proceed at the learning pace of different students.1
My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner organizes contents into units. Both
Malaysian theory methods divide contents into sections with focus topics.
Visual Layout and Illustrations
The visual layout and illustrations are one of the important factors when
reviewing method books for young beginners. In Professional Piano Teaching: A
Comprehensive Piano Pedagogy Textbook for Teaching Elementary-Level Students,
Jacobson asserts that the printing in methods for young children should be clear, large,
and easy to read. Any illustrations should be tasteful, colorful, simple, and ageappropriate and not take precedence over the content. The illustrations should also match
the title and appeal to the student’s imagination.2
All theory methods feature colorful and dynamic visual illustrations that engage
young beginners. The illustrations in Prep Course for the Young Beginner function as
decoration while the other theory methods adapt them as part of the activities. The
authors of Music Theory for Young Children and My First Piano Adventure for the Young
Beginner further feature fixed characters that represent different types of activity. In
terms of the ratio between contents and illustrations, Music Theory for Young Children
comprises a heavier proportion of illustrations, as all pages are colored and themed.
When compared to the other theory methods, Prep Course for the Young
Beginner employs a more compact and dense visual layout due to the author’s intended

1

Willard A. Palmer, Morton Manus and Amanda Vick Lethco, Prep Course for
the Young Beginner: Teacher’s Guide (Van Nuys: Alfred Music, 1990), 1.
2
Jeanine M. Jacobson, Professional Piano Teaching: A Comprehensive Piano
Pedagogy Textbook for Teaching Elementary-Level Students, ed. E. L. Lancaster (Los
Angeles: Alfred Publishing, 2006), 50.
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age group of children aged five and older, considering the broad curriculum of six levels.
On contrary, Music Theory Made Easy for Kids features the most spacious and sparse
arrangement among all theory methods.
Both North American theory methods contain a substantial amount of instructions
and texts when compared to the Malaysian theory methods, which confine instructions to
short and single sentences. For example, when introducing left/right hand and finger
numbers:
North America
Prep Course for the Young Beginner Level A, page 2
1. Draw LH on the back of each LEFT HAND and RH on the back of each RIGHT
HAND below and on the next page.
2. Place your LEFT HAND over each LH and say “LEFT”
3. Place your RIGHT HAND over each RH and say “RIGHT”
My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner Writing Book A, page 9
1. Trace your RIGHT HAND in the box.
2. Then connect each ring to the matching finger.
3. Can you tap a secret message on Tap? Use any fingertip. Your teacher will
imitate.
Malaysia
Music Theory Made Easy for Kids Level 1, page 25
Number the fingers – 1 2 3 4 5
Music Theory for Young Children Book 1, page 11
Trace your left hand and right hand and paste the number on each finger.
Prep Course for the Young Beginner presents instructions for students in detailed steps
with detail. Most of the activities feature two or more steps. In comparison, the
abundance of instructions and texts in My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner
is designed like mini lesson plans dedicated to teachers. Teacher accompaniments are
also included. Due to the method’s interactive nature, the teachers need to be highly
participative in the activities.
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Concerning page orientation, Prep Course for the Young Beginner and Music
Theory Made Easy for Kids are designed in portrait orientation while Music Theory for
Young Children and My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner are designed in
landscape orientation. Despite the differences, all theory methods display their page
contents in a well-organized and systematic manner. The topic of units and sections are
distinguished using different colors, fonts, and font sizes. Banners and borders are also
utilized for division purposes.
Curriculum Scope and Connection
Both North American theory methods are part of the core syllabus of a piano
method series, where the contents are coordinated page-by-page with the corresponding
Lesson Book at the same level. Prep Course for the Young Beginner provides
corresponding page numbers but the activities are not heavily dependent on the contents
of the Lesson Book. My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner presents activities
in a more game-like format and some are directly related to the repertoire in Lesson
Book. In comparison, both Malaysian theory methods are stand-alone books. Although
Music Theory for Young Children is designed to correspond with levels of Poco Piano
for Young Children, the contents are not coordinated and can be used separately.
Supplementary Learning Materials
Both Malaysian methods provide sticker sheets within each of the books for
activity purposes. My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner includes online
audio access and CD tracks to supplement the activities in each level. Sticker books and
flashcard sheets are also designed as reinforcement tools of My First Piano Adventure for
the Young Beginner but not coordinated and mentioned in the writing book.
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CONTENT PROGRESSION
Introduction to Keyboard
All theory methods introduce the identification of the left and right hand followed
by finger numbers. As shown in Figure 3.1, Music Theory for Young Children relates and
presents the concept of left and right hand with treble and bass clef. My First Piano
Adventure for the Young Beginner presents posture at the piano as a preceding topic.

Figure 3.1. Introduction of left and right hand with treble and bass clef from Music
Theory for Young Children Book 1
Except for Music Theory Made Easy for Kids, all theory methods present two and
three black key groups, the musical alphabet, and line and space notes. The order of the
musical alphabet differs as both North American theory methods start with A while
Music Theory for Young Children begins with C. In terms of line and space notes, Prep
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Course for the Young Beginner and Music Theory for Young Children introduce five lines
and four spaces of the staff. As shown in Figure 3.2, My First Piano Adventure for the
Young Beginner first presents line and space notes using music alphabets and their
directions on the staff. Students are asked to number the line and space notes in a later
unit.

Figure 3.2. Introduction of line and space notes through the musical alphabet and
directions from My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner Writing Book A
Treble and Bass Notes
When providing general guidelines in evaluating beginning method books,
Bastien mentioned that it is important that the series does not confine note-reading to a
small portion of the keyboard but guides the student to explore gradually a wider
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keyboard range.3 All theory methods introduce treble and bass notes over a minimum of
two octaves. Prep Course for the Young Beginner encompasses a range of three octaves
(G2 – G5) on the keyboard, which includes treble notes C4 – G5 and bass notes G2 – D4.
My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner covers almost two octaves (C3 – B4),
including treble notes C4 – B4 and bass notes C3 – B3. Similarly, Music Theory Made
Easy for Kids encompasses a range of two octaves (C3 – C5), which includes one octave
on the treble staff and one octave on the bass staff. Music Theory for Young Children
comprises a little over three octaves (F2 – G5), including treble notes C4 – G5 and bass
notes F2 – C4.
Both North American theory methods introduce overlapping notation in treble and
bass staves through ledger lines while Malaysian methods do not go beyond middle C in
either staff. All theory methods cover treble notes C4 – G4 in the first book. Other than
Prep Course for the Young Beginner, which presents treble and bass notes by sets of fivefinger positions (Figure 3.3), all theory methods present treble and bass notes one at a
time.
Basic Notation and Rhythm
The foundation of piano study for elementary students involves growth and
development in reading and counting notation.4 All theory methods teach notation and
rhythm of quarter, half, whole, and dotted half note. Prep Course for the Young Beginner
further introduces eighth note and dotted quarter note by using subdivided counting of
“1-and-2-and.” Music Theory for Young Children presents eighth, sixteenth, dotted

3

James W. Bastien, How To Teach Piano Successfully, 3rd ed. (San Diego: Neil
A.Kjos, 1988), 43.
4
Jacobson, 129.
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quarter, and dotted eighth notes through graphic explanation of the rhythmic division, for
example, one dotted quarter note equals three eighth notes (Figure 3.4).
In terms of rest notations, each theory method covers a different range. Music
Theory for Young Children introduces quarter, half, whole, eighth, and sixteenth rests.
Prep Course for the Young Beginner encompasses whole, half, quarter, and eighth rest.
Music Theory Made Easy for Kids covers quarter, half, and whole rests while My First
Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner only introduces the quarter rest.

Figure 3.3. Introduction of bass notes through the five-finger position from Prep
Course for the Young Beginner Level A
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Figure 3.4. Graphic explanation of dotted rhythm division from Music Theory for
Young Children Book 3
All theory methods teach barlines and positions of the stem. At Level F of Prep Course
for the Young Beginner, more complicated rhythm concepts, such as syncopation are
introduced. Music Theory for Young Children teaches the beaming of notes, upbeat, and
answering rhythms to reinforce notation and rhythm concepts within young children.
Both North American theory methods present notation and rhythm in a
progressive manner and combine different concepts that complement the introduction.
Prep Course for the Young Beginner introduces the positions of stem and bar line when
quarter note is first presented. My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner also
presents positions of the stem when quarter note is first introduced. On contrary, both
Malaysian theory methods introduce similar concepts in groups. For instance, the whole,
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half, and quarter notes are introduced simultaneously in one section and the same method
applies to the whole, half, and quarter rests (Figure 3.5). Positions of stem and bar line
are introduced in their designated sections.

Figure 3.5. Introduction of rests in groups from Music Theory for Young Children
Book 2
Time Signatures
Other than My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner, which only
introduces the time signatures of 3/4 and 4/4, all theory methods teach 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4.
Music Theory Made Easy for Kids presents the concept of time signatures by showing the
counts underneath each note in the measure (Figure 3.6). No verbal explanation was
included. The other theory methods describe the top number of the time signature as the
number of beats in each measure and the bottom number as the type of note that gets one
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beat. Music Theory for Young Children also explains the time signature of 2/4, 3/4, and
4/4 as simple duple, triple, and quadruple meters. My First Piano Adventure for the
Young Beginner includes a quarter note as the bottom number of the time signature to
reinforce the concept that a quarter receives one beat.

Figure 3.6. Introduction of time signature through measure counts from Music
Theory Made Easy for Kids Level 1

Musical Terms and Symbols
The range of musical terms and symbols covered by each theory method differs
greatly due to the varied scope of levels. All theory methods introduce the treble and bass
clefs. Except for Music Theory Made Easy for Kids, all theory methods present
fundamental dynamics, articulations, and tempo markings.
Prep Course for the Young Beginner and Music Theory for Young Children are
the only methods that encompass accidentals, and both describe more musical terms and
symbols than the other theory methods. Prep Course for the Young Beginner teaches
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many terms and symbols throughout all levels, which include phrases, enharmonic,
incomplete measures, 8va, damper pedal, and ostinato. Music Theory for Young Children
gathers all musical terms and symbols in a section called “Performance Directions” at the
end of Book 4. Tempo markings that are introduced include adagio/lento, rallentando,
ritardando, ritenuto, andante, allegro, allegretto, accelerando, etc. Other symbols that are
presented consists of da capo, dal segno, fine, cantabile, fermata, etc.
On the other hand, My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner incorporates
musical forms and music history elements. The fun facts, life stories, and famous themes
of renowned composers such as Beethoven, Brahms, Haydn, Tchaikovsky, and Mozart
are presented. Students are also introduced to the concept of string ensemble and ABA
form.
Intervals
A musical interval is commonly defined as the distance between two notes, and
these notes can be presented in melodic form, on two successive notes, and harmonic
form, where the two notes sound simultaneously. Music Theory Made Easy for Kids does
not introduce intervals in its curriculum. My First Piano Adventure for the Young
Beginner presents steps in Writing Book B after students learn line and space notes and
Middle C and D. The concept of skips is presented in Writing Book C through finger
pattern and line-to-line and space-to-space identification.
Although both Prep Course for the Young Beginner and Music Theory for Young
Children teach half and whole steps, and the melodic and harmonic 2nd through 8va
intervals, their order of presentation varies. Prep Course for the Young Beginner first
introduces 2nd through 5th intervals in melodic and harmonic form in Level B. Half and
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whole steps are presented in Level D to prepare for the introduction of tetrachords and
scales. Finally, melodic and harmonic 6th through octave intervals are introduced in Level
E. In contrast, Music Theory for Young Children first presents half and whole steps in
Book 3 preceding the introduction of scales and key signatures. Melodic and harmonic
forms of 2nd through 8va intervals are then presented in Level 4 after explaining the
degrees of the scale, white represent the seven positions of notes within the scale (Figure
3.7).

Figure 3.7. Degrees of the scale from Music Theory for Young Children Book 4
Triads and Scales
After teaching the fundamental concepts of note and rhythm, some theory
methods advance into triads and scales. Music Theory Made Easy for Kids does not
introduce triads and scales in its curriculum. For the other theory methods, different
approaches are utilized in the presentation of triads and scales. My First Piano Adventure
for the Young Beginner teaches triads and scales in accordance with the theme of each
writing book. This theory method only encompasses five-finger patterns. The C and G
five-finger scales are introduced as students learn about steps on the staff. The theory
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method presents E-G-B and F-A-C in Writing Book C as line-to-line and space-to-space
skips without mention of the term “triads.”
Music Theory for Young Children teaches the major scale by explaining that this
scale has eight notes, with half steps occurring between the 3rd – 4th and 7th – 8th notes,
and whole steps occurring between all other pairs of notes.6 Students then learn to add
accidentals to complete each scale. The key signatures of the C, G, D, and F major scales
are presented. In Book 4, the tonic triad of the major scale is presented as a formation of
the 1st, 3rd, and 5th degrees of the scale.
Prior to teaching major scales and triads, Prep Course for the Young Beginner
prepares students with different formations, which include white key five-finger patterns
(Figure 3.8) and skipping patterns (Figure 3.9). Students are then introduced to
tetrachords, explained as a series of four notes having a pattern of whole step, whole step,
and a half step. The four notes of a tetrachord must always be neighboring letters of the
musical alphabet.7 By connecting two tetrachords with a whole step, the major scale is
formed. The key signatures of C, G, and D major are presented. In Level F, the tonic triad
of the major scales is presented. The triad is defined as a three-note chord and can be
built by measuring the 3rd and the 5th upward from the root.8

6

Ng Ying Ying, Music Theory for Young Children Book 3, 2nd ed. (Malaysia:
Poco Studio, 2014), 34.
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Willard A. Palmer, Morton Manus and Amanda Vick Lethco, Prep Course for
the Young Beginner: Theory Book Level D (Van Nuys: Alfred Music, 1991), 30.
8
Willard A. Palmer, Morton Manus and Amanda Vick Lethco, Prep Course for
the Young Beginner: Theory Book Level F (Van Nuys: Alfred Music, 1992), 6.
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Figure 3.8. White key five-finger patterns from Prep Course for the
Young Beginner Level D
72

Figure 3.9. Skipping patterns from Prep Course for the Young Beginner Level D
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Prep Course for the Young Beginner progresses further into the concept of primary triads,
chord inversions, and progressions. Students learn about the tonic (I), subdominant (IV),
dominant (V), and dominant seventh (V7) chord in each of the major scales introduced
before.
ACTIVITY STRUCTURE
In this section, the identification, reinforcement, and ear-training activities for
each theory rudiments of the theory methods will be compared and discussed.
Introduction to Keyboard
My First Piano Adventure for the Young Children is the only theory method
which includes posture at the piano within the introduction to keyboard rudiments. The
method presents posture at the piano by inviting students to identify and circle the correct
posture displayed by the “friends at the piano.” Students are also asked to identify correct
wrist motion and hand shape.
When introducing the concepts of left and right hand and finger numbers, all
theory methods encourage students to number the fingers either by pasting stickers and
coloring or writing numbers. Other than Music Theory Made Easy for Kids, all theory
methods invite students to trace their left and right hands. Circling and coloring are the
main identification activities featured when presenting the two and three black key
groups on the keyboard. Music Theory for Young Children also involves pasting stickers
of black keys to identify the color difference and placement on the keyboard.
Only Music Theory for Young Children and My First Piano Adventure for the
Young Beginner employ reinforcement activities for introduction to the keyboard. Both
theory methods encourage students to identify and fill in the missing musical alphabet.
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My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner further asks students to mark an X on
music alphabets in the wrong order. For line and space notes, Music Theory for Young
Children invites students to paste note stickers on lines and spaces to create line and
space notes while My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner requires students to
draw arrows of the line and space notes’ direction and connect the notes to the correct
musical alphabet.
Both North American methods present ear-training activities for introduction to
the keyboard. Prep Course for the Young Beginner invites students to play and say the
musical alphabet. My First Piano Adventures for the Young Beginner advocates
exploration of the different sounds (soft-loud, short-long) on the keyboard by including
activities like imitating rhythm patterns, imagining and identifying the animal that fits the
sound, creating sounds to tell a story (Figure 3.10) and play a duet with the teacher.
Treble and Bass Notes
When introducing treble and bass notes, all theory methods feature identification
activity of writing letter names and notes. Other than Prep Course for the Young
Beginner, all theory methods include tracing exercises. My First Piano Adventure for the
Young Beginner and Music Theory for Young Children present coloring exercises. Both
Malaysian methods utilize sticker answers for these exercises.
Other than Prep Course for the Young Beginner, all theory methods include
reinforcement activities for treble and bass notes. Both Malaysian methods present
coloring on the keyboard with color codes, matching notes to letter names, and naming
notes. Music Theory for Young Children further asks students to identify treble and bass
notes by adding clefs. My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner features
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interesting activities such as matching notes that are in the same rhythm pattern, counting
the specified notes in a melody, and evaluating statements about note directions (true or
false).

Figure 3.10. Ear-training activity for introduction to the keyboard from My First
Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner Writing Book A

Both North American methods feature ear-training activities when introducing
treble and bass notes. Prep Course for the Young Beginner encourages students to play
and say the letter names. My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner emphasizes
and motivates the creative thinking of young children by incorporating composing,
sightreading, improvising, hearing and identify note patterns, and hand signal activities.
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Time Signatures
For time signatures, all theory methods focus on teaching the definition and its
relationship with the concept of measure and barlines. The identification activities for
each theory methods differ slightly but have the same goals. Prep Course for the Young
Beginner presents short questions about the definition; Music Theory Made Easy for Kids
requires students to paste time signature stickers according to notes in the measure; Music
Theory for Young Children provides circling and tracing exercises; and, My First Piano
Adventure for the Young Beginner presents circling exercises to identify the time
signature.
All theory methods feature the reinforcement activity of filling in measures with
correct note values, adding barlines according to the time signature, and adding the
correct time signature. Music Theory Made Easy for Kids further encourages students to
identify extra note values in the measure and cover with stickers (Figure 3.11). Prep
Course for the Young Beginner teaches students to conduct each time signature. Both
North American methods include ear-training activities when introducing time signatures.
Prep Course for the Young Beginner incorporates conducting and prompts the student to
conduct and count or say words and letter names. My First Piano Adventure for the
Young Beginner encourages students to tap and play in each time signature.
Basic Notation and Rhythm
For notation and rhythm, all theory methods prompt students to identify and
differentiate the stem positions and note and rest values. These identification activities
consist of tracing, coloring, writing, and circling. Other than Prep Course for the Young
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Beginner, all theory methods encourage students to name the note and rest values. Both
Malaysian methods utilize sticker answers for this section.

Figure 3.11. Reinforcement activity for time signature from Music Theory Made
Easy for Kids Level 2
Both Malaysian methods feature a variety of reinforcement activities for basic
notation and rhythm. Music Theory Made Easy for Kids emphasizes the mathematical
approach when reinforcing note and rest values. For instance, students are prompted to
color circles of counts and match rhythms of the same value. Another activity requires
students to add and write total counts, then write one note of the same value (Figure
3.12). When reinforcing basic notation and rhythm, Music Theory for Young Children
encourages students to relate and arrange note and rest values according to the order of
duration. Students are also prompted to evaluate and assess by circling errors and
correcting them by rewriting.
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Both North American methods and one Malaysian method focus on ear-training
activities when presenting basic notation and rhythm. Prep Course for the Young
Beginner introduces rapping, clapping, and playing while counting. My First Piano
Adventure for the Young Beginner incorporates tapping, singing, playing, identifying
rhythm patterns, composing, and sightreading. Notably, Music Theory Made Easy for
Kids features ear-training activities only for this theory rudiment. The activities include
rhythm clapping, singing, counting, playing, and composing.

Figure 3.12. Reinforcement activity for basic notation and rhythm from Music
Theory Made Easy for Kids Level 1
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Musical Terms and Symbols
To teach the identification of musical terms and symbols, all theory methods
emphasize tracing, drawing, and writing. Prep Course for the Young Beginner features an
emphasis on identification activities and prompts students to label and circle the musical
terms and symbols.
Both North American methods focus on decision-making to reinforce the concept
of musical terms and symbols. Both feature images that prompt students to imagine and
select the corresponding musical symbols. Prep Course for the Young Beginner
encourages students to change notes with accidentals and differentiate slurs and ties.
Music Theory for Young Children incorporates a combination of theory rudiments to
reinforce and put the concept of musical terms and symbols into context. Some of the
activities include adding correct clefs to the notes, and adding ties and pasting the number
of beats.
Both North American methods present ear-training activities, which are vital for
the introduction of musical terms and symbols. Prep Course for the Young Beginner
encourages students to play and decide the suitable tempo markings while My First Piano
Adventure for the Young Beginner prompts students to create sounds and listen and
identify.
Intervals
The identification activities of intervals involve recognizing them on the staff and
the keyboard. All theory methods except Music Theory Made Easy for Kids, which did
not teach intervals, focus on both approaches in varied types of identification activities.
Prep Course for the Young Beginner features tracing and drawing arrows on the staff,
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underlining the correct form of intervals, and writing note names on the keyboard. Music
Theory for Young Children includes tracing letter names and intervals, coloring intervals,
and pasting stickers identifying the interval by number and form. My First Piano
Adventure for the Young Beginner prompts students to circle skips in a melody, shade
skips, and write letter names on the keyboard.
For reinforcement activities, all three theory methods feature writing notes to
form intervals. Prep Course for the Young Beginner and Music Theory for Young
Children combines accidentals with intervals and encourages students to change half and
whole step intervals by adding accidentals. The latter further prompts students to circle
the higher or lower note within the intervals. Sharing a similar activity as My First Piano
Adventure for the Young Beginner, both methods encourage students to identify and
circle intervals within a melody.
Both North American methods incorporate different ear-training activities for the
concept of intervals. Prep Course for the Young Beginner integrates playing while saying
intervals, and My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner invites students to
improvise, sightread, and listen and identify intervals.
Triads and Scales
The activities for triads and scales in each theory method differ based on their
teaching approaches. Music Theory Made Easy for Kids does not include this theory
rudiment in its curriculum. To teach the identification of tetrachords, Prep Course for the
Young Beginner prompts students to study scale patterns and answer short questions.
Other identification activities include writing notes, letter names, Roman numerals for
triads, and building triads. Music Theory for Young Children teaches the identification of
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semitones in the scale by inviting students to find and draw brackets in the scale. Students
also practice writing scales by tracing, copying, and pasting stickers of clef, key
signature, and key names. My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner features
writing, coloring, and circling to form five-finger scales.
To reinforce the concept of triads and scales, all three theory methods encourage
students to build and complete scales and triads, either by adding accidentals, notes, letter
names, clefs, or key signatures. Prep Course for the Young Beginner includes triad
puzzles (Figure 3.13) and writing finger numbers on scales. Music Theory for Young
Children requires students to mark the semitones after building scales. My First Piano
Adventure for the Young Beginner prompts students to identify and correct mistakes in
the five-finger scales. Both North American methods invite students to play the scales
and triads. My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner further integrates
composing and improvising activities for the concept of scales and triads.
Supplementary and Review Activities
All theory methods except Music Theory for Young Children encompass games as
supplementary and review activities, which is beneficial in the learning process of young
children. According to piano pedagogue Linda Christensen, the process of using game
thinking and game mechanics to engage students and solve problems offer them the
opportunity to experiment with rules, emotions, and social roles.11 These games feature a
large proportions of images with minimal instructions.

Linda Christensen, “The Future of Piano Teaching - Gamification in Teaching,”
Clavier Companion, September 1, 2015, https://claviercompanion.com/article-details/thefuture-of-piano-teaching-gamification-in-teaching.
11
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Figure 3.13. Triad puzzle for scales and triads from Prep Course for the Young
Beginner Level F
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Through the variety of games, young children are able to review and learn
concepts in the context of a whole while having fun and adventure. Prep Course for the
Young Beginner presents games like mystery puzzles, word puzzles, and matching games
often as review activities. Music Theory Made Easy for Kids features mazes, treasure
hunts, and find-the-difference games as supplementary activities within the topics and
review activities. Most of the activities in My First Piano Adventure for the Young
Beginner are game-like and there is almost no repetition of the same activity within a
unit. Other review activities of these theory methods are presented in the form of short
questions. My First Piano Adventure for the Young Beginner also utilizes composers, in
the roles of cartoon characters, to narrate the review exercises. Both North American
methods review materials from the previous book/level at the beginning of each
book/level.
Regarding assessments, both Malaysian methods include graded tests and quizzes
at the end of each book or level. For Music Theory for Young Children, a grading scheme
is provided for the assessment (Figure 3.14). Prep Course for the Young Beginner
involves score grading for some of the games and review exercises.
Based on the content analysis and survey, it is apparent that each theory method
displays strengths and weaknesses in its curriculum design and presentation. Through
their distinctive teaching approaches, the North American and Malaysian theory methods
benefit and contribute to the comprehension of elementary theory concepts for young
piano students. In the next chapter, these aspects will be discussed and summarized.
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Figure 3.14. Grading scheme for assessment from Music Theory for Young Children
Book 2
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study is to provide a content analysis and comparison between
the selected theory methods by North American and Malaysian authors for young
beginning pianists. Chapter two presents the data analysis of each theory method while
chapter three contains the discussion and comparison between the theory methods. This
chapter offers conclusions about the theory methods. To aid this overview, the strengths
and weaknesses of the theory methods will be discussed. A curricular outline with a
minimum scope is developed and proposed in the hope of improving future theory
method publications for young children. Finally, several related topics are briefly
considered as areas of further research.
SUMMATIVE EVALUATION
The theory methods will be discussed individually in regard to their strengths and
weaknesses and then considered according to their respective countries. Prep Course for
the Young Beginner successfully encompassed a wide scope of concepts within its
curriculum. The method encompasses unique and unusual activities such as rap and
conducting, which can be attractive to young children. When introducing new concepts,
in-depth explanations are provided. Age-appropriate games and review activities are
featured frequently throughout. There is a good balance of writing and ear-training
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exercises, offering a holistic approach to music theory for young children. However, the
curriculum of six levels is rather long and extended. The compact design and abundance
of texts can also be intimidating and exceeds the reading capability of young children.
My First Adventure for the Young Beginner comprises interesting and engaging
game-like activities throughout the curriculum. A large amount of teacher participation
promotes an interactive dynamic and support between the teacher and student in the
learning process. Each writing book has a clear theme, which is strongly emphasized
within the unit structure. General information about composers, musical form, and
orchestration is integrated within the curriculum. The high incidence of composing and
improvising activities stimulates creative thinking within young children. Nonetheless,
My First Adventure for the Young Beginner lacks sufficient repetition of writing and
reinforcement activities. Due to its high dependence on the Lesson Book, the writing
book cannot be used as a stand-alone theory method. Throughout the entire curriculum of
three books, only two five-finger scales are covered.
Music Theory Made Easy for Kids presents materials in a systematic manner,
where concepts are organized and introduced by focus topic and group. The page layout
is widely spaced and not cluttered. The activities and instructions are simple and
straightforward. The use of stickers can be an attractive feature for young children.
However, the limited scope of the curriculum within two levels leads to a scarcity of
topics covered. Some introductions of concepts lack detailed explanation, which would
need to be added by the teacher. There is a lack of ear-training and off-the-bench
activities for young children.
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Music Theory for Young Children successfully covers a wide scope of topics and
concepts within the curriculum of four levels. All concepts are systematically introduced
with adequate repetition and reinforcement. The use of stickers and a fixed set of verbs in
the instructions is attractive and suitable for young children. Nonetheless, there is an
absence of games within the activity structure, which may lead to lack of interest in
young children. There is also a lack of ear-training and off-the-bench activities. The
heavy use of visual illustration within the page layout might take precedence over actual
content at times.
In general, the North American theory methods are preeminent in the use of eartraining, creativity, and unique integration in their activities. Both theory methods feature
progressive and detailed explanations and instructions. The Malaysian theory methods
excel in their application of stickers within the activities. Both theory methods supply
adequate repetitive devices to emphasize and reinforce musical concepts.
PROPOSED CURRICULAR SCOPE
Based on the overview and analysis of the selected theory methods, a curricular
scope, based upon a minimum requirement, emerges for future theory method
publications for young children. This curricular scope encompasses the design and
format, content scope of theory rudiments, and activity structure.
In terms of design and format, the publication should feature large and clear
printing. The page layout must not be cluttered with excessive graphic illustrations that
can be distracting to a young child’s concentration on the main content. All graphic
illustrations should correspond with the topic or activity and age-appropriate for young
children. This is essential for evoking their imagination and enhancing understanding of
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theoretical concepts. Appropriate and consistent use of color can be helpful in terms of
page and content division. For instance, the topic, unit number, new concepts, and
important reminders can be presented in colored text or boxes. It is advisable to present
activity instructions in simple and straightforward sentences. Text addressed to the
parents or teacher should be restricted. Each book must contain a content page for ease of
navigation. A reasonable theory method curriculum for young children should not exceed
four levels or books to avoid discouragement and lack of interest.
In Table 4.1, the suggested content scope of theory rudiments is presented. The
first column consists of each theory rudiment while the second column offers the
minimum requirement that should be covered in a theory method for young children. For
introduction to piano, students should be introduced to the identification of left and right
hand, finger numbers, two and three black key groups, musical alphabets, and line and
space notes. The treble and bass note range to be covered should be at least two octaves.
It is recommended that basic notation and rhythm including: barline; stem positions;
quarter, half, whole, dotted half, and eighth note and rest are presented throughout the
curriculum. The time signatures of 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 should also be introduced. A
fundamental range of musical terms and symbols such as clefs, grand staff, dynamic
signs, articulations, accidentals, and tempo markings should be explained. As to intervals,
the curriculum needs to cover half and whole steps, and the melodic and harmonic form
of intervals through the 5th. Finally, students should learn to construct five-finger scales
and tonic triads.
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Table 4.1. Suggested content scope of theory rudiments
Introduction to Piano

Treble and Bass Notes
Basic Notation and Rhythm

Time Signature
Musical Term and Symbol

Intervals

Triads and Scales

Left and right hand
Finger numbers
Two and three black keys
Musical alphabets
Line and space notes
At least two octaves
Barline
Position of stem
Quarter, half, whole, dotted half, eighth note and rest
2/4, 3/4, 4/4
Treble and bass clef
Grand staff
Dynamic signs: piano, forte, crescendo, diminuendo
Slur and tie
Staccato and legato
Accidentals
Tempo markings: adagio, andante, allegro
Half and whole steps
At least through 5th
Melodic and harmonic form
Five-finger scale on all white key
Tonic triads

When constructing activities in theory method for young children, the Bloom
Taxonomy’s key level of thinking serves as a valuable resource of reference.1 All
theoretical concepts should be presented through a variety of identification,
reinforcement, and ear-training exercises. The identification exercises, which involve the
remembering and understanding thinking levels, should engage students to identify, label,
list, outline, recall, and reproduce new musical concepts through pre-writing skills such

Christine Persaud, “The Levels of Thinking in Bloom Taxonomy,” Bloom’s
Taxonomy: The Ultimate Guide, Top Hat, August 13, 2018,
https://tophat.com/blog/blooms-taxonomy/.
1
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as circling, coloring, and drawing. The reinforcement exercises, which associates the
thinking levels of apply, analyze, and evaluate, can feature a combination of musical
concepts. Students should be encouraged to organize, relate, compare, and contrast.
Finally, ear-training exercises are vital in building a comprehensive music theory
curriculum for young children. Students should be prompted to compose, count, clap,
sing, and play in order to relate and apply theoretical concepts in their music making.
As Jacobson asserts, methods for young children should include game-like
activities because active exploration and experimentation in learning are essential for
their progress through the various stages of emotional physical, social, expressive, and
cognitive development.2 Therefore, it is recommended to include game-like review
exercises at the beginning of each level and strategically inserted throughout the
curriculum. For a comprehensive evaluation, an assessment should be presented at the
end of each level or the entire method curriculum.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
This study focused on four theory methods for young pianists by North American
and Malaysian authors. Further research on several areas can be helpful to expand the
existing study on theory methods.
While this study looked at the learning material itself, an experimental study can
be conducted by comparing the teaching effectiveness of each theory method in piano
lessons for young beginning pianists. Each of the theory methods can be taught to young
children who are at the same age to study their comprehension of the concepts. Other
2

Jeanine M. Jacobson, Professional Piano Teaching: A Comprehensive Piano
Pedagogy Textbook for Teaching Elementary-Level Students, ed. E. L. Lancaster (Los
Angeles: Alfred Publishing, 2006), 303.
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than teaching music theory in individual lessons, music theory for young children is also
taught in a group class setting. A similar study can compare and survey the use and
effectiveness of these theory methods within a group class setting. In North America,
some states such as Texas and California provide piano teachers with specialized theory
programs through the Music Teachers National Association.3 Further surveys can be done
on these and other such theory programs to study their curricula and compare them with
similar levels of theory methods.
Other than Malaysia, authors from many other countries have published theory
methods for young children either in English or their native language. These could
include Mystery Apartment Mysterious Music Theory (신비아파트 신비한 음악이론)
and Easy Point Basic Music Theory (쉬운 포인트 기초 음악 이론) from Korea;
Elementary Music Theory (最初步幼兒樂理) from Taiwan; Fun Music Theory for
Children (儿童趣味乐理) from China, etc. Therefore, a cross-cultural survey of theory
methods could also be considered as a further area of research as it provides a global
view on existing teaching materials and a platform to enhance further publication in the
field. To conduct such a survey, one would need to be proficient in the native language of
the country of publication in order to provide translations and precise information for the
research.
Music theory is an essential element in providing an extensive and comprehensive
learning experience for beginning pianists. Through this cross-cultural comparison and

“Theory,” Texas Music Teachers Association, accessed February 4, 2021,
https://www.tmta.org/student-activities/student-affiliate-activities/theory/; “Student
Evaluations,” California Association of Professional Music Teachers, accessed February
4, 2021, https://www.capmt.org/Student-Evaluations.
3
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review of selected theory methods for young pianists by North American and Malaysian
authors, it is evident that they all build a foundation of theoretical knowledge within
young beginners through different teaching approaches. As Bastien illustrates, one of the
criteria of a successful beginning music education is having music theory as a regular part
of basic instruction.4 Building a constant relationship between music theory to repertoire,
technical patterns, and sight reading contributes to a sequential approach of skill
development in the piano learning of young children.5 Therefore, further study on theory
methods is necessary to provide valuable resources for the field of music education and
piano pedagogy.

4

James W. Bastien, How To Teach Piano Successfully, 3rd ed. (San Diego: Neil
A.Kjos, 1988), 4.
5
James Lyke, “Keyboard Theory for the Elementary Student,” in Creative Piano
Teaching, ed. James Lyke, Yvonne Enoch and Geoffrey Haydon (Champaign: Stipes
Publishing, 1996), 69.
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APPENDIX A
RECITAL PROGRAMS

Figure A.1. Graduate recital program
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Figure A.2. Chamber recital program
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LICENSING PERMISSIONS

Figure B.1. Licensing permission from Alfred Music for Prep Course
for the Young Beginner
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Figure B.2. Licensing permission from Alfred Music for Prep Course
for the Young Beginner (continued)
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Figure B.3. Licensing permission from Faber Piano Adventure for My First Piano
Adventure for the Young Beginner
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Figure B.4. Licensing permission from Rhythm MP Sdn. Bhd. for Music Theory
Made Easy for Kids

Figure B.5. Licensing permission from Poco Studio Sdn. Bhd. for Music Theory for
Young Children
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